


Welcome back to another issue of 
Swipe Magazine!

It’s been a while – years, in fact – 
since we last took a look at the world 
of news consumption, so this issue 
we’re venturing beyond Apple News 
and looking for the best apps to 
help you stay up to date with what’s 
going on in the world. Whether you 
value trusted sources, topical think 
pieces, or automatically-generated 
magazines, head to our Reviews 
section for a full roundup of choices.

We’re also looking at a couple of big 
apps this issue, including the first 
augmented reality venture for the 
popular Minecraft series, and the 
long-awaited release of ‘proper’ 
Photoshop for the iPad.

Our twin Features this issue look to 
the world of media – specifically, two 
services Apple launched recently and 
two competitors that launched even 
more recently. Who will win between 
Apple TV+ and Disney+, between 
Apple Arcade and GameClub – or 
is pitting these services against one 
another missing the point entirely?

Of course, you’ll also find all our 
usual News coverage and some hot 
tips over in the How-To section – 
including something I was frankly 
amazed to discover could be done 
with an iPhone.

Enjoy, and I’ll see you next time!

Tom Rolfe 
Editor-in-Chief
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Privacy at Apple

How are its key apps  
kept secure?

Privacy is a big deal these days, and 
Apple is increasingly making its 
protection of user data a key selling 
point. One of its most compelling ads, 
Private Side, argues that “if privacy 
matters in your life, it should matter to 
the phone your life is on.” It’s hard to 
argue with that.

Now, Apple has updated the Privacy 
page on its website to make its policies 
even clearer to the average user. It’s a 
beautifully designed web page that uses 
colorful animations and short explainers 
to break down exactly how each of its 
core apps keeps your data private. If 
you’ve ever been curious how Safari 
blocks tracking, how Maps anonymizes 
your travel, how Photos protects your 
images, or how Messages encrypts your 
chats, this is the place to go.

One thing we’re pleased to see is 
confirmation that Apple has reversed 
its stance on Siri’s controversial quality 
control program to give users a clear 
choice on whether they’re happy to take 
part. This is one of the few times Apple 
has failed to meet its own high privacy 
standards and it’s good to see the 
company making amends.

The Privacy page also goes into detail 
on News, Wallet, Apple Pay, Health, and 
the App Store – plus one of our favorite 
iOS 13 features in Sign in with Apple.

If you’re interested in the nitty-gritty of 
how these features work, the Features 
section of the site includes links to 
detailed white papers. And the Control 
section has some solid tips on how to 
secure your devices and control your 
privacy settings.

You may think that privacy and security 
notices are boring, and – well, they 
usually are. But Apple has done a great 
job making the topic clear and easily 
digestible, and we strongly suggest you 
take a look.  n

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A_6uV9A12ok
https://www.apple.com/privacy/
https://www.apple.com/privacy/


Disney+ Launch

Huge TV streaming  
service now live

It’s only a matter of days since Apple 
launched its streaming subscription 
TV+, and now it has yet another 
competitor to deal with.

Disney+ is now available in the US and 
can even be accessed via Apple’s own 
TV app. A single $7/month subscription 
allows for seven users and four 
simultaneous streams.

In terms of content, Disney+ is an 
absolute powerhouse. At launch, there 
are several thousand shows and movies 
to choose from, including extensive 
back catalogs from many of the 
production companies it owns.

Most notably, that includes Pixar, 
Marvel, Star Wars, and National 
Geographic. Plus almost every Disney-
branded movie itself, ranging back as far 
as 1937. You name it, it’s probably here.

That’s a huge amount of content offered 
under the Disney umbrella, though it’s 
worth noting you won’t find R-rated 
material on the service. You will find 
Avengers: Endgame and 30 years of The 
Simpsons, though.

There’s some original content here, too, 
though nothing that has the budget 
or star power of Apple’s handful of 
ambitious originals. With one important 
exception – The Mandalorian is sure to 
excite Star Wars fans everywhere.

Sadly, Disney+ is not launching 
simultaneously around the world like 
Apple TV+ did. Those in the UK and 
most of Europe will have to wait until 
March 2020 to sign up. Of course, it’s 
possible to use a VPN to spoof your 
location – but to register for a Disney+ 
trial, you’ll also need a payment method 
from the US.

If you’re in the States, though, you can 
give the service a try by downloading 
the Disney+ app on your iPhone or iPad 
or visiting disneyplus.com in a web 
browser. 

There are also apps for Apple TV, 
Android devices, and some smart TVs.  n

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/disney/id1446075923
http://disneyplus.com/


Original iPhone 
Comparison

How much has changed in  
the last 12 years?

Every year when Apple releases a new 
iPhone, there are inevitably those who 
complain that not enough has changed 
from the previous generation. Iterative 
advances – like the relatively minor 
changes implemented in this year’s 
iPhone 11 – can sometimes disappoint 
those committed to a yearly upgrade 
cycle, but those who wait a little longer 
to get a new iPhone will notice these 
small improvements add up fast.

That’s exactly what YouTuber MKBHD 
is exploring in his latest video, which 
compares a brand-new iPhone 11 Pro 
with an original first-generation iPhone 
from 2007.

Obviously there’s a huge difference 
between the two – with the original 
iPhone’s 3.5-inch display and chunky 
bezels looking comically tiny beside 
the iPhone 11’s 5.8-inch screen – but 
it’s interesting to see just how much 
Apple had right from day one.

Sure, the screen resolution is so low 
you can see individual pixels, but at 
the time a touchscreen display that 
could register ten fingers at once was 
revolutionary. The iPhone’s design 
almost single-handedly changed the 
world of technology – MKBHD notes 
that although competing phones had 
touchscreens at the time, their design 
and capabilities were so different 
from the iPhone. Today, nearly all 
smartphones work in more or less 
the same way, no matter who makes 
them.

This original iPhone – running iOS 3.1 
– is surprisingly snappy even today. 
After 12 years, it’s a wonder the thing 
even turns on, but here it is opening 
apps without much delay. It’s crazy to 
see the old camera app with nothing 
but a single button and no video 
capabilities. Speaking of which, the 
camera itself still works perfectly, 
though it’s pretty rudimentary by 
today’s standards.

Don’t be put off by the fact this is 
an amateur YouTube video – it’s 
beautifully shot and host MKBHD 
shares some excellent insights. He 
clearly knows his stuff, so dive in and 
enjoy the full ten-minute video. 
It’s a perfect blend of nostalgia and 
appreciation for how far we’ve come 
since the first iPhone.  n

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zIjngBAxTr4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zIjngBAxTr4


Patent Watch

Two radical new Apple patents 

Apple’s design and development teams 
are huge, and a lot of money is spent 
every year coming up with innovative 
new ideas. When Apple strikes on 
something promising, it tends to register 
a patent to protect its intellectual 
property. Of course, not all of these 
patents end up in real products, but 
they’re a good indicator of what Apple is 
working on.

We’ve reported on all kinds of patents 
over the years – some of them, like 
wireless charging for AirPods, became 
real soon after. More out-there ideas like 
iPhone squeeze detection, however, 
we’re sadly still waiting on. But every 
one is an interesting glimpse at a 
potential future. So let’s take a look at a 
couple more.

Transforming ring case

This patent, titled “peripheral housing 
for a computer device,” explores a new 
type of iPhone case with a clever hinged 
design. Essentially acting as a thin ring 
around the edges of the device, it has 
the ability to pivot on its long edge to 
allow the iPhone to swing (mostly) free.

This has a few potential uses – firstly, 
it could effectively turn into a self-
supporting kickstand. But Apple’s 
patent takes the idea a step further, 
suggesting that when the iPhone is 
loose of the frame, other accessories 
could be clipped in place. Those 
accessories could range from backup 
batteries to keyboards or even advanced 
cameras.

It’s an interesting idea, and we’re very 
curious to see if it gets any further 
through Apple’s development pipeline.

Dampening speaker headphones

That’s a complicated heading, but 
that’s because really this is two distinct 
patents that could be merged into a 
single product. The first patent covers 
“tunable dampening features” that 
could make for better sound in closed-
cup earphones. The patent uses a whole 
lot of technical audiophile jargon, but in 
essence it would tackle the problem of 
sound being “trapped” in the shell of an 
earphone.

Next, we have “dual-mode 
headphones.” This patent describes 
how a regular set of headphones could 
double up as speakers, by rotating the 
cup and engaging a high-powered 
mode. Much of the patent is given over 
to the way that Apple would ensure 
users can’t accidentally start up speaker 
mode while wearing the headphones 
and inevitably damage their eardrums.

Maybe we’ll see some kind of 
combination of AirPods and HomePod 
in the future?  n

https://appleinsider.com/articles/19/11/05/apple-examining-radical-transformable-case-design-for-iphone-and-ipad
https://www.imore.com/apple-patents-point-headphones-could-act-speakers-while-having-better-sound-isolation
https://www.imore.com/apple-patents-point-headphones-could-act-speakers-while-having-better-sound-isolation


16-inch MacBook Pro

Apple launches  
a brand new laptop

Pro users have been vying for it, and 
it’s finally here: Apple’s long-rumored 
16-inch MacBook Pro, a new entry in its 
laptop lineup.

The new model fixes a lot of problems 
pro users had with the previous 
generation of MacBooks. There’s a 
bigger battery, a powerful processor, 
and – perhaps most importantly – a 
complete redesign of the keyboard.

This 16-inch model replaces the 15-inch 
MacBook Pro, but doesn’t hike up the 
price – or the overall size of the product, 
with slimmed bezels making way for 
the larger screen. A screen which is the 
largest Retina notebook display ever, by 
the way.

Under the hood, things have 
improved, too. This model comes 
with Apple’s latest 6- and 8-core 
processors – which perform up to 
twice as fast as the quad-core 15-inch 
MacBook Pro ever could. Combine 
this with capacity for 64GB RAM and 
a new thermal design that keeps 
the system running at higher power 
without overheating, and you’ve got a 
seriously powerful machine.

There’s also a beefed-up battery 
that promises an extra hour of 
usage, a fancy new graphics card 
perfect for video editing and game 
development, and a redesigned 
sound system with “the most 
advanced audio experience” ever 
seen in a notebook computer.

Apple is also offering a whopping 8TB 
of storage for the first time ever – if you 
can afford the upgrade cost of almost 
two grand. Luckily the base storage 
has doubled from the previous 
generation, so there’s less need to 
upgrade in the first place.

But arguably the biggest change of 
all involves a rare admission of error 
from Apple. The ‘butterfly’ keyboard 
it introduced several years ago has 
come under immense criticism 
for various reasons, including its 
tendency to break down at the mere 
sight of dust.

To its credit, Apple has finally ditched 
this design and developed a new 
‘Magic Keyboard’ that uses old-school 
‘scissor’ style keys for a quieter and 
more reliable typing experience. And 
although the somewhat-maligned 
Touch Bar is sticking around, there’s at 
least a distinct, physical ‘escape’ key 
this time around.

Combined, these changes should 
please the professional crowd Apple 
is targeting with the MacBook Pro.

“Our pro customers tell us they 
want their next MacBook Pro to 
have a larger display, blazing-fast 
performance, the biggest battery 
possible, the best notebook keyboard 
ever, awesome speakers and massive 
amounts of storage, and the 16-inch 
MacBook Pro delivers all of that and 
more,” says Apple’s marketing team.

The 16-inch Macbook Pro is available 
now, starting at $2,399/£2,399 for 
the base model. If you need Apple 
to crank out the absolute highest 
possible specs in every single 
department, you’ll be looking at a 
total cost of $5,769/£5,769 – but rest 
assured that for most pro users, that’s 
overkill.  n
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Beyond Apple News

The best apps to turn your  
iPhone or iPad into a  

newspaper from the future

When you want to find out what’s 
going on in the world, Apple 

wants you to head to Apple News. The 
app, preinstalled on every iPhone and 
iPad, has you define the kinds of stories 
you’re into, and then attempts to serve 
up what’s relevant to your interests.

As you’d expect from Apple, its news 
app is sleek, and looks pretty great 
– even if it lacks settings to make 
any major adjustments to things like 
typography and layout.

There’s also a paid tier – Apple News+. 
For $10/£10 every month, this grants 
access to a slew of leading magazines 
and newspapers – all from within the 
one app.

You really have nothing to lose from at 
least trying out Apple News – and the 
one-month free trial of Apple News+. 
However, there are plenty of other 
news apps out there.

Our selection of alternatives compete 
with Apple’s app; but each one has 
been chosen on the basis of offering 
you something specific that might align 
better with how you want to discover, 
track, stash, and read news.



There’s a stark minimalism 
at the heart of Google News 
that feels like you’re cutting 

through the cruft. Devoid of the 
weighty headings and chunky layouts 
Apple News prefers, Google’s front 
page gives you a briefing: the current 
weather conditions, and five stories it 
thinks you’ll like.

Of course, you can then start scrolling 
and exploring further. The For You tab 
offers an endless feed of news that’s 
increasingly tailored to you, the more 
you use the app. Under Headlines, 
you can browse the news by location 
and topic. And under Favorites and 
Newsstand, you get the option to 
define sources you’d like fast access to.

Arguably, though, the really big plus of 
Google News is giving you the means 
to free yourself from a news bubble. 
Most headlines have a full coverage 
button. Press it and you can see how 
the story was covered by different 
sources. Whether you’re delving into 
politics, sport, or even coverage of the 
latest Apple event, this gives you a shot 
at balance in a world where sources 
increasingly double down on a specific 
viewpoint. 

The app also goes beyond straight 
news, providing links to analysis pieces, 
tweets, and a comprehensive ‘all 
coverage’ scrolling feed.

Of course, you might quite like a 
bubble – or at least prefer to keep 
specific publications away from your 
eyes. Google News can be trained 
– simply tap the … button by a news 
article, and you can opt to hide all 
stories from that particular publication. 
Should you later relent, hidden sources 
can be turned back on in the app’s 
settings, which also provides an opt-in 
daily briefing for your email inbox.

The … button has further tricks, too – 
‘save for later’ and share buttons, and 
quick access to other stories from that 
particular source. In all, this one feels 
efficient and sleek in a manner Apple’s 
app can’t quite compete with; but it’s 
those multi-source pages that really 
make it a winner.

GOOGLE NEWS

GOOGLE NEWS

Compare sources with

PRICE:  FREE
 SIZE:  133 MB    VERSION:  5.16

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/google-news/id459182288


Much of the time, news is 
something to be browsed. 
In the same way you’d flick 

through a newspaper, you browse 
news apps. When something catches 
your eye, you read it. Easy. With certain 
sources, though, you don’t want to 
miss a thing, and that’s where Reeder 4 
comes in.

Rather than outlining your preferences 
regarding news topics, Reeder instead 
invites you to subscribe to publication 
feeds. The app can self-host your 
subscriptions, but we recommend 
using the app with a free Feedly 
account, because your subscriptions 
can then be accessed online and using 
other feed readers as well. As for the 
feeds themselves, you can sign up 
to anything from the world’s biggest 
newspapers to niche blogs. Your 
feeds can be organized into groups, 
or browsed as one, enabling you to 
quickly blaze through headlines.

When reading articles, extraneous 
padding is stripped away. What you’re 
left with is the images and text, the 
latter of which can be customized – for 
example, to adjust the background 
color or text size.

When feeds only offer a synopsis and 
expect you to visit their website for 
more, the Reader View button (in the 
toolbar – it resembles a few lines of text) 
can usually force-load the rest of the 
article, provided you’re online. Should 
you find yourself too often skimming 
the news and not taking anything in, 
a Bionic Reading mode forces you to 
slow down, focus, and be more fully 
aware of what you’re reading.

This is the app you need if you’re sick of 
algorithms deciding what you should 
read. When it comes to traditionally 
important news (rather than more niche 
fare), it’s probably best combined with 
the likes of Apple News or Google 
News, so you don’t end up fully 
ensconced in a bubble; but when you 
know you’ll want to read pretty much 
everything from a particular set of 
sources, Reeder 4 is ideal.

REEDER 4

REEDER 4

Never miss a headline with

PRICE:  $5/£5
 SIZE:  22.7 MB    VERSION:  4.2.1

https://feedly.com/i/welcome
https://bionic-reading.com/en/
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/reeder-4/id1449412357


There’s a lot of crossover 
between Flipboard and 
Apple News, to the point it 

might seem choosing between them 
is a question of aesthetic preferences. 
Getting started with Flipboard is 
all about choosing things you’re 
interested in, and – just like Apple News 
– Flipboard serves up relevant stories.

Rather than scrolling, however, 
Flipboard has you ‘flip’ between feed 
pages; and instead of offering a kind 
of unified article design, Flipboard 
tends to send you to a source’s mobile 
website.

There are some concrete benefits in 
using Flipboard over Apple News. One 
is that it’s cross platform, making it a 
smart choice if you use a combination 
of Apple and Android devices; 
otherwise, you effectively limit your 
news intake to whatever hardware you 
have that runs Apple News.

Arguably a bigger reason to consider 
Flipboard, though, is its ability to create 
custom magazines from any sources. 
You can fashion multiple magazines 
that you keep private or share. Each of 
them can compile articles from major 
publishers, and a range of topics. But 
also, Flipboard lets you drill down into 
blogs and social feeds.

This mix of sources creates virtual 
publications that feel like a halfway 
house between Apple News and 
Reeder 4. You get the visual pizzazz 
and algorithmic side of Apple News, 
but are also able to include specific 
sources Apple’s app may ignore 
entirely. It’s a good compromise for a 
particular kind of reader, not least given 
that you can also pin any magazine you 
make to Flipboard’s Home screen, for 
easy access – or share it with the world, 
if you feel the need.

FLIPBOARD

FLIPBOARD

Combine sources with

PRICE:  FREE
 SIZE:  120 MB    VERSION:  4.2.60

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/flipboard-latest-stories/id358801284


Our final choice isn’t so 
much about news discovery 
as rediscovery. Pocket is a 

place where you can save stories for 
later, when you have time to deal with 
them properly. Of course, other apps 
(including all of the ones covered 
elsewhere in this round-up) offer similar 
functionality. However, if you end up 
using multiple apps, you run the risk 
of stashing articles for later in several 
different places.

Pocket gets around this problem by 
providing you with a simple central 
repository. Articles can be saved to 
it from the Share sheet, and are then 
downloaded whenever you open the 
app. For the most part, what you share 
will be readable offline, in-app, with 
a minimal and streamlined layout that 
eradicates cruft.

Tap the headphones button and Pocket 
goes even further, freeing your eyes 
from reading by instantly transforming 
your playlist into a kind of podcast. It 
sounds a bit like the news being read 
by a robot, but it’s useful when you’re 
driving or making dinner.

There is a Discovery tab, but that’s 
mostly a place for long-reads and 
curiosities. While this article was being 
written, this section of Pocket included 
a New York Magazine piece on emoji, 
The Verge’s secret rules of the internet, 
and a Nautilus article that asked 
whether you can die of a broken heart. 
Interesting stuff, but not really news – at 
least in any traditional sense.

When it comes to news, then, Pocket 
is mostly about what you put into it – 
but that’s the point. This isn’t the app 
where your iPhone or iPad news starts – 
but it’s a great place to stash stories you 
can’t consume during the day, which 
can await those spare moments when 
you’ve a chance to more fully focus on 
them.

POCKET

POCKET

Save news for later with

PRICE:  FREE
 SIZE:  160 MB    VERSION:  7.12

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/pocket-save-read-grow/id309601447


ADOBE PHOTOSHOP

DEVELOPER: ADOBE INC.
PRICE:  FREE

SIZE:  216 MB 
VERSION:  1.0.1

PLATFORM:  iPAD ONLY

World-renowned editing suite now 
available on iPad

Professional creative types have 
been waiting on a ‘proper’ 

mobile version of popular editing 
software Photoshop for a long time. 
Until recently, they’ve had to make 
do with watered-down scraps, with 
Adobe seemingly content with its 
hodgepodge suite of single-purpose 
apps released under the Photoshop 
branding.

For those who rely on Photoshop 
daily, this was never quite enough – 
but now, after a long wait, Adobe has 
finally graced the App Store with a full-
blown Photoshop app for iPad. The 
question is, how does it hold up against 
the decades-old desktop software on 
which it’s based, and will iPad users 
find enough here to switch from the 
apps that have filled the Photoshop-
shaped void over the past years?

Let’s dig in. Anyone vaguely 
experienced with Photoshop will 
recognize a familiar interface here, 
with a toolbar to the left and a panel 
of layers, properties, and actions to 
the right. But Adobe has carefully 
reconsidered every interaction for the 
iPad, with gestures and touch shortcuts 
on hand to ease the transition from the 
mouse to the touchscreen. Connect a 
keyboard, and you’ll find even more 
shortcuts at your disposal. It’s a really 
smooth transition, keeping enough of 
its identity to be recognizable while 
embracing the unique challenges of the 
iPad platform.

The use of an Apple Pencil elevates 
things even further. Drawing directly 
onto the canvas and interacting with 
tools in such a tactile manner feels 
fantastic, and is perhaps the one area 
where the iPad actually feels better than 
a conventional computer. In many other 
respects, however, the app isn’t quite 
there yet.

That’s because, although Photoshop 
for iPad uses the exact same codebase 
as the desktop version – a technical 
miracle, by the way – it doesn’t yet 
have all the same capabilities. That’s an 
important distinction: this may be real 
Photoshop, but it’s not full Photoshop. 
Sure, images can be created on one 
platform and continued elsewhere 
with no loss of nuance or fidelity, and 
you’ll get the same powerful framework 
behind the scenes no matter whether 
you’re sat at home or halfway around 
the world.

But anyone hoping to ditch their 
computer entirely will need to temper 
their expectations, as there are still 
plenty of features missing in the app.

At launch, all the functional basics are 
present but a lot of the more complex 
tools are missing. Instead, version 
1.0 focuses on the core workflows of 
Photoshop, like compositing, masking, 
and retouching. Most of the classic 
tools are here: key retouching tools like 
spot healing and clone stamp, a magic 
wand that perfectly suits the touch 
interface, a decent array of realistic 
paint brushes, and plenty more.

Compositing pros may struggle to get 
perfect cut-outs without newer features 
like edge refinement and subject 
selection at their disposal, but this is 
a fantastic foundation and Adobe has 
already outlined a roadmap for adding 
the rest.

Photoshop is a free download, but 
you’ll need an Adobe license to 
use it beyond the free trial. Existing 
subscribers get iPad access at no extra 
cost, but $10/month is a big ask for 
users not already entangled in Adobe’s 
world. For now at least, there are 
alternatives that are arguably better for 
a fixed entry fee – combine editing suite 
Affinity Photo ($20) with illustration 
studio Procreate ($10) for more 
flexibility, more tools, more brushes, 
and no monthly costs.

All that means the app sits in a weird 
limbo – not quite ready for the pro 
crowd, too expensive to draw in 
newbies. But for those who already 
pay for an Adobe subscription, who 
depend specifically on Photoshop 
for their job, or want an easy way to 
learn the basics of a world-recognized 
piece of software, this is a no-brainer 
download that will only get better 
with time. Just think of it as a handy 
accompaniment to desktop Photoshop, 
rather than a full replacement.  n

THE GOOD

Fantastic foundation for the future

Lots of clever gestures and shortcuts

Works great with Apple Pencil

THE BAD

Still lacking plenty of tools

Fairly expensive subscription

DOWNLOAD

4.0

VERDICT

Impressive but 
incomplete editor

REVIEW by TOM ROLFE

Hyper-specialized chunks  
of Photoshop

There’s also a persistent  
‘touch shortcut’ that activates 

secondary features

Despite some key omissions, 
this is already one of the most 
accomplished editors on iPad

Despite some key omissions, 
this is already one of the most 
accomplished editors on iPad

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/affinity-photo/id1117941080
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/procreate/id425073498
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/adobe-photoshop/id1457771281


MINECRAFT EARTH

DEVELOPER: MOJANG AB
PRICE: FREE

SIZE:  193 MB 
VERSION:  0.6.1 (Early Access)

PLATFORM:  iPHONE & iPAD

It’s Minecraft but not as you know it, 
thanks to the magic of AR

It was only a matter of time before 
Minecraft – the ultra-popular lo-fi 

sandboxing game – got a dose of the 
AR treatment and invaded our towns 
and cities. Minecraft Earth, which 
combines real-world gameplay with 
augmented reality (AR), is available 
in “early access” mode in a number 
of countries. But does the title, which 
follows the likes of Pokémon GO and 
Harry Potter: Wizards Unite, deliver?

If you’ve played either the Pokémon or 
Potter AR games, you’ll have an idea 
of what to expect with Minecraft Earth. 
The format is strikingly similar. When 
you load Minecraft Earth up on your 
iPhone or iPad, you’ll quickly see your 
own familiar neighborhood rendered 
in Minecraft’s iconic voxel style. Dotted 
around the map are “tappables” – 
craft items that can be added to your 
inventory with a tap. The first thing 
you’ll want to do is start building up 
your inventory by traveling around your 
real-world town, tapping as you go.

Much like the regular version of 
Minecraft, a bigger inventory means 
better building. But in Minecraft Earth, 
Build Mode switches AR on and lets you 
construct something in the real world. 
Usefully, gamers can fast-track the 
building process using “Buildplates,” 
which are pre-constructed objects that 
you can add to using items from your 
inventory. A small number of these are 
free, with more available via the in-
game store.

There’s no doubt that Build Mode is 
the game’s most charming feature. 
Seeing a Minecraft structure come 
to life through the AR lens of your 
iPhone or iPad is downright magical, 
and the augmented reality holds up 
really well. Players can choose items 
from their inventory and place them 
on their various structures, just as you 
would in the regular game, and you can 
collaborate on buildings with others, 
too.

Minecraft fans will be pleased to learn 
that you can craft and smelt using the 
dedicated Make Stuff interface. And a 
series of Adventures (represented by 
beacons) are dotted around the map, 
where players can take on challenges to 
earn rewards including booty and XP, 
which lets you level-up your character.

Once again, Adventures switch the 
game over to AR mode and you’ll 
need to start pointing your device in 
all directions. Unlike Pokémon GO, it’s 
not really possible to play Minecraft 
Earth without AR, so if you don’t have 
an ARKit-compatible device then you’re 
out of luck. You also need an Internet 
connection, which may rule out your 
iPad if it’s a Wi-Fi only model.

Finally, it’s worth noting that there’s 
a limit as to how much you can 
accomplish in the game at home, in 
your living room. Given that Minecraft 
is especially popular with the younger 
generation, parents may need to join 
the hunt for tappables to help their kids 
get the most out of Minecraft Earth.

Minecraft Earth is launching in 
international App Stores over the 
remainder of the year. It’s already 
available in the US and UK, and is a free 
download.  n

THE GOOD

Real world Minecraft is awesome

Buildscapes make construction easy

Adventures add a fun spin

THE BAD

Needs constant Internet access

Only works on ARKit devices

DOWNLOAD

4.5

VERDICT

Popular sandbox games 
comes to life

REVIEW by JOE WHITE

Your Minecraft neighborhood

Building a buildscape

Your Buildscape in the real world

Your Buildscape in the real world

Level up, collect rewards

https://apps.apple.com/nz/app/minecraft-earth/id1467316099


GRAPHITE BY BECASSO

DEVELOPER: DIGITAL MASTERPIECES
PRICE:  FREE

SIZE:  240 MB 
VERSION:  1.0

PLATFORM:  iPHONE & iPAD

Intelligent app turns everyday 
photos into app 

Art. Isn’t it great? We love art. 
But do you know what we don’t 

love? Long-dead mono-eared artistes 
charging millions.

Thankfully, everyone’s favorite 
superhero TECHNOLOGY is here to 
save both the world and your pocket. 
Graphite by Becasso takes any photo 
that you’ve snapped and does its 
darnedest to turn it into a masterpiece.

Of course, we’ve seen apps like this 
come and go and while the outputs 
often look neat, they do seem to age 
pretty badly. However, if Graphite is 
anything to go by, we’re currently in 
that sweet spot between incoherent 
Facebook Messenger bots and Skynet, 
otherwise known as technological 
antiquity.

The result is that, thanks to various 
outputs from pencil drawings, to 
painted styles, the app produces 
artwork that you wouldn’t mind sticking 
on your wall.

The variety of filters you can choose 
from will turn your image into 
something decent, though certain 
styles work better than others. As the 
little icons show, close up selfies work 
well, though these feel like gimicky 
images to post to social media – though 
in the age of self-obsession perhaps 
there is a market for massive app-
produced self-portraits to adorn your 
wall.

However, if you take a photo of 
someone in a wider scene, or it’s 
a group shot, faces generally get 
washed out. If this happens, the app 
does provide a decent array of editing 
tools to help moderate the shadows 
and contrast, while there are further 
advanced touch-up tools that can 
be acquired via an IAP. These tools 
set Graphite apart from other similar 
apps giving you full control over the 
final look. The cost is $0.99 a month, 
or $6.99 a year or a full payment fo 
£13.99.

Street scenes on the other hand, are a 
joy. The wide range of colors have the 
potential to pop in just the right places, 
producing something that wouldn’t 
be out of place being sold in a modest 
Parisian market square. In fact, cancel 
that trip to France, be smug that you’ve 
put those devilish airmiles back in your 
carbon wallet, download a photo of the 
Louvre off Google and print it out.

There might be some copyright issues 
with that statement. Though, thankfully, 
our example is original content. 
Naughty air miles.

Speaking of printing – Graphite is 
essentially an app-based referrer for 
the developer’s Digital Masterpieces 
company. Once you’ve added your 
filters and made the necessary edits, 
you can hit save before you’re provided 
with various sharing options, alongside 
‘Buy Print’. This takes you to DM’s store 
where you can pick a type of material 
to print on, frames and borders, and 
a variety of sizes. You can then get a 
lovely printed portrait posted to you.

Graphite doesn’t oversell itself and 
what it does, it does well.  n

THE GOOD

Wide range of styles

Decent tools for tweaking

THE BAD

Subscription barely worth it

DOWNLOAD

4.0

VERDICT

Delightful photo art

REVIEW by ANDY PRICE

You can get some great results  
but detail can be lost if there’s  

a lot going on

Close up self portraits  
reveal the detail

Tools allow you to scale up and down 
the impact of the effect

Landmark images can be  
particularly special

You can easily purchase a physical 
print of the images you create

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/graphite-by-becasso/id1455613240


BACKFIRE

DEVELOPER: JOEL ROCHON
PRICE:  $3/£3
SIZE:  387 MB 

VERSION:  2.0.2
PLATFORM:  iPHONE & iPAD

A punishingly different shooter

Backfire is an arena shooter that 
places you on the back foot from 

the very beginning. The game’s title 
references the fact that your little craft 
can only shoot backwards, which is a 
tricky technique to master.

It’s not that defence is the best form 
of attack here. Strategic cowardice is. 
As such, your early time with Backfire 
will be spent mastering the curious, 
sweeping handbrake-turn that passes 
for an attack run here.

Add in a bunch of enemies that are both 
extremely aggressive and generally 
faster than you in a straight line, and 
you have an arcade experience that 
encourages you to be unusually 
tentative. It doesn’t help that those 
enemies also have the nasty habit 
of grabbing you in their maws and 
squeezing the life out of you, requiring 
you to frantically hammer the screen in 
order to pull free.

It’s not like your rearguard action packs 
an immediate sting either. Lacking 
range and firing at an excruciatingly 
sluggish rate, your initial pop gun is 
limited in every sense of the word. 
You’ll need to collect soul coins from 
downed enemies and then spend them 
wisely in the game’s shop between 
attempts.

Thankfully, this store grants access to 
shotguns, sniper rifles, flame throwers 
and more, though all have their own 
handling quirks. If a weapon packs a 
destructive punch, you can bet there’ll 
be a corresponding penalty to your 
movement or ammo count.

Besides these weapons, the shop 
will also enable you to unlock passive 
abilities that increase your craft’s health 
and bolster the potency of its weapons, 
among other things.

The really smart move here is having 
your purchases carry over to your next 
run. Backfire is an incredibly punishing 
game that makes no bones about 
grinding your nose into the dirt, but 
none of your failed runs ever feel futile.

The game has actually been out since 
the beginning of 2019, but the recently 
released version 2.0 adds a new mode 
called Purgatory. This is essentially a 
wave-based score attack mode that 
asks you to maintain a constantly 
eroding score multiplier by tempting 
enemies into close-quarters combat. 
It also hands out a choice of random 
upgrades as you work through the 
waves, giving it a slightly different 
roguelike flavor to the main game.

Whichever mode you’re playing, 
Backfire will make you work for your 
considerable pleasure. There’s an 
immense amount of satisfaction to be 
drawn from learning its systems and 
progressing through the game, digging 
in and chipping away those gleaming 
moments of fun.  n

THE GOOD

Inspired twist on the shooter

Satisfying upgrade system

Purgatory mode adds interest

THE BAD

Very challenging indeed

DOWNLOAD

4.5

VERDICT

Tough but smart

REVIEW by JON MUNDY

There are some truly fearsome 
baddies

Enemies will latch on to you

The flame thrower is very  
satisfying to use

Purgatory mode is a new addition

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/backfire/id1445218977


Jean-Michel Jarre’s move into apps 
has a certain air of inevitability about 

it. The French electronic music legend 
has always been a bit of a showman, 
frequently pairing his cosmic synth 
compositions with spectacular light 
and firework shows. And so we have 
EōN – an audiovisual app that creates 
endless ‘art-pieces’ of light and sound. 
In a move that would no doubt please 
fellow ambient icon Brian Eno, each 
composition will be entirely unique to 
the listener.  n

EōN by JEAN-
MICHEL JARRE
PRICE:  $9/£9
SIZE:  383 MB    VERSION:  1.0

We haven’t had a really big mobile 
racing game since last year’s 

Asphalt 9, and before that 2017’s GRID 
Autosport. The big racing game hope 
of 2019 would appear to be Rebel 
Racing from the talented specialists at 
Hutch Games, which has you haring 
around sun-kissed roads in lovingly 
modeled real cars. The flavor is 
predominantly arcady here, with simple 
left/right/nitro controls and brief point-
to-point races. Hopefully, there’s some 
genuine gameplay grunt behind the 
glossy sheen.  n

DOWNLOAD

REBEL RACING 
 
PRICE:  FREE
SIZE:  408 MB    VERSION:  1.11.9

DOWNLOAD

We’re all a little wary of the 
dangers of social media these 

days, and Ejimoo is a new social 
network that attempts to overcome 
some of these concerns. It takes a 
deliberately minimalistic approach to 
sharing, encouraging you to “Live in 
the moment, post about it later”. When 
you do post pictures and 30-second 
video snippets to the app, you can 
rest easy that you won’t be opening 
yourself up to comments from random 
trolls. It also serves as a clean hub for 
linking all your online platforms in one 
place.  n

DOWNLOAD

EJIMOO
 
PRICE:  FREE
SIZE: 82.5 MB    VERSION:  1.7

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/rebel-racing/id1321463207
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/eōn-by-jean-michel-jarre/id1477959945
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/id1481878404
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Apple vs. Disney 
 

Two titans go head-to-head  
in the TV streaming game

By opening up on-demand video to 
the masses, Netflix has basically done 
for streaming what Ghengis Khan did 
for the postal service. But thanks to its 
early arrival and virtual stronghold on 
the streaming industry it rather feels 
as though everyone’s getting a little 
bored of talking about Netflix.

So now that Apple – one of the 
world’s richest companies – has 
gotten in on the action, has that 
changed? 

Sure – due to Apple’s gargantuan 
size Netflix will have noticed the 
competition, but it’s doubtful they are 
quivering in their own massive boots. 
Considering Apple TV+ is nowhere 
near big enough (yet) to compete 
as a replacement for straight Netflix, 
Apple will have recognized that a 
more realistic goal is to persuade 
customers to take out a second or 
even third video streaming service.

What makes that tough is the fact 
that as customers begin to build up a 
suite of streaming services, the might 
start to notice they’re actually hurtling 
towards the old world of expensive 
cable packages Netflix was so keen to 
avoid.

This is why Netflix can take to the 
sidelines for this particular period 
in video streaming history, because 
another major company is vying for 
this slice of the market: Disney and 
its new Disney+ platform, which 
launched just 12 days after the 
similarly named Apple TV+.

So, how do they compare? Could 
both succeed? Or might neither 
survive?

Let’s start with the cost. While money 
isn’t everything, both companies 
have picked really interesting price 
points. For example, Apple has taken 
a nod from Netflix’s early days and 
gone in low. $5/month isn’t a lot for 
a streaming service, but it is for one 
with such little content. A handful 
of series, a film or two and a couple 
added extras will not equal longevity.

Though, of course, the free year of 
access bundled with new Apple 
devices should help maintain an 
audience for long enough to allow its 
shows to bed in. This is a long term 
investment, after all.

That’s the polar opposite of Disney’s 
approach. Disney+ has raked in 
almost every single piece of content 
under its huge ownership umbrella 
– movies, TV, even some originals 
– to provide an absolute tirade of 
entertainment at launch.

We’re talking old animated classics 
reaching back to the 1930s, we’re 
talking the latest Marvel movies, 
we’re talking 30 seasons of The 
Simpsons, we’re talking… The World 
According to Jeff Goldblum. Just 
in case the 80 years of extremely 
popular releases don’t quite cut it.

And it’s providing this for just $7/
month. This price point, higher than 
Apple TV+ but lower than Netflix, 
seems remarkably low for the 
myriad offerings within. Especially 
considering Disney is well known for 
protecting its “vault” when it comes 
to providing home entertainment, 
only offering titles for limited periods 
to increase demand and virtually 
refusing to ever discount its products.

This is a complete turnaround 
for Disney and will provide a real 
challenge for Apple as both services 
try to make their mark on the industry.

However, back to Apple’s long-
game. It’s brought in some major, 
major stars for its new shows. Steve 
Carell, Jennifer Aniston and Reese 
Witherspoon head up The Morning 
Show while elsewhere Jason Mamoa 
spearheads Apple’s post-apocalyptic 
offering See. There’s plenty more on 
the horizon too, including content 
from big names like Steven Spielberg 
and J. J. Abrams. Even Oprah is riding 
the Apple train.

It’s these water-cooler features – 
content that hasn’t been talked 
about before, unlike the majority of 
Disney’s – which Apple hopes will 
rise above the tidal wave of internet 
commentary. Though, for now, 
reviews are admitted mixed.

So, when it comes to choosing 
between the two, it might just be that 
we have a little longer to wait on that. 
Apple’s tendency to offer extended 
free trials will leave viewers another 
streaming portal on hand. Users may 
fall into the habit of watching as new 
shows are released on a slow burn, 
and find themselves hooked by the 
time it comes to actually paying. 
However, others will gravitate toward 
Disney+ for the nostalgia value and 
the sheer bang for your buck.

In the long term – we’re talking years 
– Apple will end up competing more 
with Netflix. However, Apple doesn’t 
necessarily need to offer more than 
a handful of must-see shows and 
avoiding clogging up the service 
with the range of third-party content 
Netflix supplies. Minimalism is in right 
now, don’t you know?

While Apple likely has a bigger battle 
to fight than Disney, experience 
teaches us that the streaming market 
is massive and right now, there can be 
more than one winner.  n

by ANDY PRICE

Together at last: 
Disney, Pixar, Marvel, Star Wars,  

and... National Geographic

For those buying an iPhone, iPad, 
MacBook, Apple TV, or iPod touch

Disney sure owns a lot of  
intellectual property, huh?

Reviews may be mixed, but there’s 
no denying Apple’s star power



 Arcade vs. GameClub 
 

How these two subscription 
services could forever  

change mobile gaming

The race to the bottom in the App 
Store’s early days was swift and brutal 
– especially for games. We quickly 
reached the point where ‘premium’ 
titles cost just a few bucks – the 
same as budget games in the 1980s. 
Then countless players refused 
to pay anything at all, resulting in 
‘free’ games packed full of in-app 
purchases, with an experience heavily 
reliant on ‘grind or pay’ mechanics.

Two services – Apple Arcade and 
GameClub – recently launched and 
instantly changed the mobile gaming 
landscape. Both are all-you-can-
eat subscriptions. Each charges five 
bucks a month, for which you get 
access to the service’s entire catalog. 
Every game within has no advertising, 
no IAPs, and can be played offline. 
This is premium gaming without a 
premium price tag.

Although these services are 
competitors, they currently have 
different target markets. Apple looks 
to snare anyone who wants modern, 
quality titles that mostly tend toward 
family-friendly fare. GameClub 
has spent many hours resurrecting 
and updating games that had 
long departed the App Store, and 
provides a glimpse into the best of 
the platform’s gaming past. In an iOS 
sense, it’s retro.

Both services offer strong value for 
money, especially Apple Arcade, 
which has blazed past 100 games. 
Some exist on other platforms, but if 
you were to pay for a dozen of those 
that do, the same outlay would get 
you at least three years of continuous 
access to Apple Arcade – during 
which time yet more new titles would 
arrive.

What’s less clear is what this all means 
for the future. GameClub has the 
harder battle ahead. It’s up against 
Apple Arcade, has fewer games, and 
– for obvious reasons – is unlikely to 
be featured by Apple on the App 
Store. But a hardcore following 
and key titles like Super Crate Box, 
Minigore, and Forget-Me-Not in its 
library might be enough. 

As for Apple, it surprised everyone 
in finally getting gaming right: Apple 
Arcade games are mostly good; 
you can connect a PS4 or Xbox One 
controller; and cloud sync lets you 
pick up games started earlier on 
another device.

Concerns remain. Perhaps now 
Apple’s hit 100 games, the catalog 
will eventually stagnate. Access for 
even the best developers is a lottery 
– many games creators who deserve 
a shot on Apple Arcade may never 
get the chance. GameClub has plans 
for the future that may provide an 
opportunity for such overlooked 
game developers, but it’s unclear 
how rapidly the service will grow.

Either way, it’s hard to see how the 
dwindling number of premium 
gaming titles on the App Store won’t 
fall even further, and so these services 
may become increasingly important 
as time moves on.

As for exploitative, grindy freemium 
games, they’ll stick around like a bad 
smell. But games offering monthly 
VIP subscriptions higher than Apple 
Arcade’s monthly price now look 
ridiculous; and games that shove ads 
in your face every few minutes feel 
deeply unpleasant when you have a 
taste of what mobile gaming can be 
like without such user-hostile horrors.

It’s too much to think such games will 
change overnight – or even at all – but 
they do at least now have effective, 
very affordable competition. And for 
a great many people who’ve tried and 
enjoyed Apple Arcade, they’ll look 
at that five bucks per month family 
subscription and reason that there’s 
no going back.  n

by CRAIG GRANNELL

The ethereal and beautiful 
Lifelike on Apple Arcade

Neon retro shooty thrills in 
GameClub’s Forget-Me-Not
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Face Off

How to 3D model your own 
head with an iPhone

All too often, we take the capabilities 
of our iPhones and iPads for granted. 
But every time you use satellite 
navigation, live translation, or 4K 
video recording from a rectangle that 
fits in your pocket, you’re proof of 
how far technology has come. We’re 
essentially living in a sci-fi future, 
only instead of flying cars, we’ve 
developed Snapchat face filters.

Every now and again an app comes 
along that seems so technologically 
advanced, it rips you out of your 
bubble of complacency and reminds 
you of that fact. Bellus3D is exactly 
that, an app that can do with your 
phone something that would have 
been impossible just a few short years 
ago: instantly capture a detailed 
three-dimensional scan of your face.

Sure, you may not have a practical 
reason for doing so – but who doesn’t 
want to show their friends and family 
an uncanny virtual representation of 
themselves? And if you’re looking for 
inspiration, you could always use the 
model to produce your own action 
figures or transplant yourself into a 
videogame. (That’s a whole other 
tutorial, though.)

Scanning your face is incredibly 
easy, but you will need the right 
technology for it to work. No longer 
is a wallet-wrenchingly expensive 
16-camera rig necessary for this kind 
of thing, but you will need an iPhone 
equipped with a TrueDepth camera. 
That means any iPhone with Face ID 
– the same array of sensors used to 
verify your face at login is used here.

To start, download Bellus3D free on 
the App Store and open it up. Create 
an account when prompted – this is 
necessary to save your scans.

You’ll be greeted with a red face-
shaped silhouette covering a live feed 
from the front camera. Position your 
face so the silhouette turns green, 
and then choose the type of capture 
you’re after: Face, Face + Neck, or 
Full Head.

The first of these essentially captures 
a mask of your face, but tends to 
leave a hole in the top of your head 
where hair should be. The second 
scan takes slightly longer, with the 
added benefit of capturing your 
chin and crown. The last option 
(still in beta) automatically fills in 
the blank uncaptured parts around 
the back in an attempt to produce a 
complete head model. This produced 
pretty mixed results, so unless you 
particularly need the back of your 
head we’d recommend plumping for 
Face + Neck mode.

When you’re ready, you’ll want to 
look directly into the camera and 
keep your hand as steady as possible. 
Glasses and other accessories should 
be removed, and long hair should 
be tied back for best results. Tap the 
shutter button and then slowly rotate 
your head along with the on-screen 
instructions. Timing is important 
here, and it can take a few tries to get 
optimal results – but each scan only 
takes a matter of seconds so it’s easy 
to rinse and repeat.

Once your scan is complete, it’ll be 
saved to the My Models section. You 
can tap and drag on the screen to 
view yourself from every angle, and 
pinch to zoom.

Hit the Effects button for a few more 
treats: Motion, which moves the 
model in line with the movements 
of the device; Light, which adds a 
light source you can move around 
the scene; and Surface, which shows 
your 3D model as a plain mesh 
without the photographic texture.

When you’re done playing with your 
model, you have a few choices for 
saving it. To export a hi-resolution 3D 
file for manipulation elsewhere, you’ll 
have to shell out. Bellus3D charges 
$5/£5 for unlimited exports during a 
24-hour window. So make sure to get 
all your scanning done before paying.

Casual users, however, may not 
have any need for the actual 3D files 
themselves. If you just want to show 
off your 3D model, the best bet is 
to capture a screenshot for a still 
image, or record your screen while 
manipulating the model for a video 
showcasing multiple angles. That 
way, you can set a creepy ‘uncanny 
valley’ version of yourself as your 
social media profile without spending 
a dime!  n

BELLUS3D

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/bellus3d-faceapp/id1352268131


Goodbye 3D Touch

Five ways it’s been  
replaced in iOS 13

Arriving with the iPhone 6S in 2015, 
3D Touch promised a tactile new 
interface layer that responded to the 
pressure of your touch. Apple never 
quite did enough to ingrain 3D Touch 
into iOS, however, and many iPhone 
users forgot it was there.

These days 3D Touch is pretty much 
dead. None of the iPhone 11 family 
packs 3D Touch hardware, and iOS 
13 has replaced the various 3D Touch 
shortcuts with a functionally similar 
interface layer called Haptic Touch.

Here are some of the ways 3D Touch 
used to be employed, and how you 
can access the same operations in iOS 
13 with Haptic Touch.

Peek and Pop

One of the most nuanced uses of 3D 
Touch was the ability to preview web 
links before opening them – press 
firmly to ‘peek’ at the contents of a 
link, then press a little harder to ‘pop’ 
into the web page proper.

That function is a little more rigid 
in iOS 13, but you can still peek by 
pressing and holding on a link. Then 
just tap on the preview pane to pop 
into it.

Preview emails

You used to be able to press firmly 
on an email to bring up a preview in 
the Mail app. Now you don’t need to 
apply any extra pressure – just press 
and hold until you feel a vibration 
(which is Haptic Touch in a nutshell).

Swipe up a little to access a full menu 
of shortcut options, from Reply to 
Archive.

Moving the cursor

Another often-overlooked but useful 
trick with 3D Touch was the ability to 
fine-tune the position of the cursor 
by pressing hard anywhere on the 
keyboard. That’s no longer quite 
as fluid in iOS 13, but the essential 
function is still present.

You just need to long-press on the 
space bar until you feel a vibration, 
then drag across the blanked-out 
keys. Give it a try.

App shortcuts

Pressing hard on an app icon used 
to bring up a menu with various 
shortcuts, such as taking a quick 
visual memo in Notes or starting a 
timer in Clock.

You can do exactly the same things 
in iOS 13 – more in fact – with the 
sustained press of a Haptic Touch.

Personal hotspot access

It used to be possible to quickly 
access your iPhone’s Personal 
Hotspot function by 3D Touching the 
Wi-Fi panel in Control Center.

In iOS 13 it operates and feels exactly 
the same, but you simply need to 
press and hold rather than press 
firmly.  n



Spotify Tips

Four ways to make the most  
of the music service

Apple’s Music offering is gargantuan, 
but before Music came Spotify, and 
its longevity is no accident. If you 
prefer the latter, here are 4 top tips to 
get the most out of Spotify on iOS.

Download the app if you don’t 
already have it – Spotify has a limited 
free tier if you don’t want to subscribe.

Save your favorites from 
Discover Weekly

Discover Weekly is a (you guessed 
it) weekly playlist that Spotify 
automatically puts together for its 
users based on their listening history, 
much like the New Music Mix in 
Apple Music. It’s one of the best ways 
to discover new stuff based on your 
tastes. Of course, each Monday, it 
refreshes and you may lose some 
classic bangers to the ether.

Make sure you save your favorites by 
opening the Discover Weekly playlist 
under Your Library > Playlists. 
Tap the … button next to the song 
you want to save. Then, you can tap 
the like button to add the song to 
your library. Our preferred method, 
however, is to create a playlist for 
adding your favorite new tracks to 
each week. To do this tap Add to 
playlist, then New playlist – and 
don’t forget to name it accordingly.

After that, you can go back to the list 
and follow the same method but this 
time add to the playlist you just made.

Share your playlists

After spending all that time lovingly 
constructing those playlists – or if 
you’ve discovered someone else’s 
that you like – you’ll definitely want 
to share them. Here’s how: while 
viewing the playlist tap the … button 
in the top right, scroll down, and tap 
Share. Here, you can share them to 
friends or groups via Messages and 
WhatsApp, or you can even go more 
social by sharing it as an Instagram 
Story or via Twitter.

Tap More in this list and it gives 
you Apple’s main share options 
allowing you to share the link almost 
anywhere.

Save cellular data

Data is the most costly item on earth, 
after gold. (Or so we heard.) So you 
don’t want to use it all up in one day 
listening to Britney Spears’ entire 
back catalog every time you need to 
feel like nothing has changed since 
the 90s.

Thankfully, with Spotify, you can 
reduce the audio quality of the 
playback. This will use less data 
whenever you listen using 3G or 4G, 
without compromising too much on 
the sound quality. To do so go to the 
Home tab, hit the Settings cog in the 
top right, tap Data Saver from the list 
and toggle to On.

Make your device a remote

Spotify interacts with external 
speakers incredibly well – make sure 
you get the most out of the service by 
using your iPhone or iPad to connect 
to Bluetooth speakers. To connect, 
first make sure your speaker is on and 
discoverable, then open the Spotify 
player, start a song, and on the player 
tap Devices available. 

You can then select where you’d like 
the music to play.

This could also include a pair of 
bluetooth buds, an Apple HomePod, 
or even the Apple TV. You can even 
start playback from one device – 
like an iPad – and later control it 
from another – like an iPhone. Pretty 
handy!  n

SPOTIFY

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/spotify-music-and-podcasts/id324684580


Ask an expert
Your questions answered

No time to drop into the Apple Store 
and ask the Genius Bar for help with 
your iPhone? Maybe our resident expert 
could help instead!

If you have a question, send it to swipe-
ideas@intelligenti.com and we may 
include the answer in the next issue of 
Swipe!

Q How do I share my location with 
a friend?    - Gaby

With iOS 13 and iPadOS 13, Apple 
combined two apps – Find My iPhone 
and Find My Friends – into a single 
unified app, simply called Find My.

There are several ways to share your 
location, some of which are built into 
various chat apps. In some situations, 
they may be more convenient for you, 
but it’s hard to beat the location sharing 
capabilities of Find My.

Open the app and navigate to the 
People tab. Here, you’ll see a clearly 
labeled button: Start Sharing 
Location. Tap this and you’ll be 
promped to pick one or more contacts 
to share with. Next, you’ll select how 
long you want to share your location for.

Your chosen contacts will now be able 
to see your location from their Find My 
app – and will be offered the option to 
reciprocate, which is handy if you both 
need to track each other at the same 
time. While sharing, you can tap a friend 
for even more options.

Now turn the page to see what’s in 
your next issue of Swipe
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In your next packed issue...

Reviews
Stay informed on the latest 
and greatest apps and 
games for iOS

Features & Roundups
•  What is computational photography?
•  The best games to play with a controller
•  From iPhone photos to photo books
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Latest news
Catch up on all the most 
recent news from the world 
of Apple and iPhone

Keep in contact...

Liked This?
Tap here to review us on the 

App Store so we can continue to bring you 
more useful advice and tips
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